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Museo sans | 700 | uppercase | #333 | $deflaut | 24px / 2rem | Letter-spacing : 100 / 1px

Display font
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Hack | regular | lowercase| #333 | $deflaut | 18px / 1.5rem

Body Copy font
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Open Sans | light | lowercase| #333 | $deflaut | 14px / 1.2rem

Alternatives for body
Open sans semi-bold | strong emphasis, important statement

Open sans light italic | soft ephasis, quote, alternative element

Open sans semibold italic | Strong emphasis inside quote or alternative element



BOLD COLORS (UNDERLINING)

# FF8383 $accent-red

# FFA8A8 $accent-red-light

# FFCDCD $accent-red-lighter
# EAEA2D $accent-yellow

# F0F06C $accent-yellow-light

# F7F7AB $accent-yellow-lighter
# 60EFCA $accent-blue

# 8FF4DA $accent-blue-light

# BFF9EA $accent-blue-lighter

Ces couleurs ont une fonction d’accent de titre. Elles peuvent être utilisées pour signaler la 
nature du contenu (danger, avertissement, tout va bien). Veillez à utiliser en priorité la première 
nuance, si elle nuit à la lisibilité, utilisez une autre.

PRODUCT COLORS

DEFAULT COLORS

Ces couleurs correspondent à la large gamme de couleurs de Steed & barney’s. Une seule 
couleur peut être utilisée dans un propos, lié à la couleur par défaut, le gris et du blanc

-light

-lighter

$turquoise $blue $purple $pink $red $orange $yellow

Couleur par défaut :
#282828

Gris usuel :
#dfdfdf

Blanc :
#ffffff
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Machin corporation
10 rue du moulin aux choux,
1050 ixelles
Belgium

took a viagra, got stuck in me throat, i've had a stiff neck for 
hours. you're only supposed to blow the bloody doors off! you 
wouldn't hit a man with no trousers on, would you? your were 
only supposed to blow the bloody doors off. you wouldn't hit a 
man with no trousers on, would you? i want to shoot the 
pigeons... off my roof. you're only supposed to blow the 
bloody doors off! 

« i took a viagra, got stuck in me throat, i've had a stiff neck for 
hours. you are as precious to me as you were to your own mother 
and father. i swore to them that i would protect you, and i haven't. 
i want to shoot the pigeons... off my roof. »

jasper: your baby is the miracle the whole world has been 
waiting for. you are as precious to me as you were to your own 
mother and father. i swore to them that i would protect you, 
and i haven't.

Sincerely yours,

Barney Stinson

Steed & Barney’s

OFFICIAL DOCUMENT



Steed & Barney’s

Medium

Color : Warm Orange

Basic collection
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CRAFTED FOR YOU

took a viagra, got stuck in me throat, i've had a stiff 

neck for hours. you're only supposed to blow the 

bloody doors off! you wouldn't hit a man with no 

trousers on, would you? your were only supposed to 

blow the bloody doors off. you wouldn't hit a man with 

no trousers on, would you? i want to shoot the 

pigeons... off my roof. you're only supposed to blow 

the bloody doors off! 
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